I read in the paper that the council is ready to act on the 13 acres the city of Victoria owns by the Dairy
Queen by putting up 149 apartments. - What ever happened to a grocery store and drug store? Evidently it is easy to just put up housing. It shows our council are not seniors where they don’t mind
getting in their cars and driving 10 to 15 miles for groceries or drugs. Or they enjoy going to bars for
drinks and a meal. - You are pushing seniors out of town - what about a grocery store? Drug store?
Maybe a fast food where you don’t have to spend $20.00 a person for lunch. Putting up an apartment
house is the easy way out.
Ruth Kroening
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the Rezoning S-12 to build a pub, a brewery ,a liquor store and a commissary kitchen, I see with many doubts and
questions.I live on the 6th floor on the South side of Ross Place, looking directly onto the site where you intend to
establish these premises. We are already surrounded by noisy constructions all around. Once the place you intend to
build and occupy with the above mentioned premises, when will the noise of the brew pub etc. stop in the evening?I don’t
think you would build something like that in any residential area. Why put it of all places close to a senior Residence like
Ross Place.??If you really HAVE to do that,I would very much suggest to put a time limit of operation in the evening.The
other point is that on our walks around the neighbourhood here,will we have to content with the smell of a brewery in
action? It might even waft through our open windows in the summer. Therefore I ask you to reconsider your decisions.
Agnes Stieda.
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